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In real-life projects, both the trade-off between the project cost and the project completion
time, and the uncertainty of the environment are considerable aspects for decision-makers.
Moreover, in some projects, activity durations show their complexity with time-depen-
dence as well as randomness. In this paper, a stochastic time-dependent time–cost
trade-off problem is introduced. To meet different management requirements, three sto-
chastic time–cost trade-off models are built. The proposed models are dealt with an intel-
ligent algorithm combining stochastic simulations and genetic algorithm, where stochastic
simulation technique is employed to estimate random functions and genetic algorithm is
designed to search optimal schedules under different decision-making criteria. Finally,
some numerical experiments are given to illustrate the algorithm effectiveness.

� 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The stochastic time–cost trade-off problem considers the trade-off between the project cost and the project completion
time in stochastic environments, which is a particular type of project scheduling problem. For real-life project decision-mak-
ers, the analysis of the time–cost trade-off is one of the most important aspects of project scheduling and control. In 1961,
Kelley [1] first did research for this special type of project scheduling problem. In the following 40 years, the research on the
time–cost trade-off problem mainly focused on the deterministic cases [2,3]. For solving the deterministic time–cost trade-
off problem, the common analytical methods are linear programming and dynamic programming [4,5]. Besides, some heu-
ristic algorithms, such as genetic algorithm [6–8], are also introduced.

Though much research on the time–cost trade-off problem assumes the problem in deterministic environments, the real
world is full of uncertain factors. The project completion time may be variational due to many external factors, such as the
change of weather, the increase of productivity level, etc. Since Freeman [9] introduced the probability theory into the
project scheduling problem, many authors have taken into account the nondeterministic factors for characterizing the uncer-
tainty in real projects. The reader may refer to [10–12] to see different types of project scheduling problem with stochastic
activity duration times. In 1985, Wollmer [13] discussed a stochastic version of the deterministic linear time–cost trade-off
problem, in which some discrete random variables were used to depict the uncertainty in the problem. In 2000, Gutjahr et al.
[14] designed a modified stochastic branch-and-bound approach and applied it to a specific stochastic discrete time–cost
trade-off problem. Ke et al. [15] built two models for stochastic time–cost trade-off problem with the philosophies of
chance-constrained programming and dependent-chance programming. In the existing research of the stochastic
. All rights reserved.
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time–cost trade-off problem, researchers considered the uncertainty of activity durations by means of random variables.
However, they ignored the time-dependence characteristic of activity durations in some projects.

Some studies addressed project scheduling problem with time-dependent activity durations in deterministic environ-
ments. Poder [16] considered time-dependent activities requirements for project scheduling problem. Drezet and Billaut
[17] studied project scheduling problem with employee resources and time-dependent activity durations. Huang and Ding
[18] first studied time-dependent project scheduling problem in stochastic environments, which stated that random time-
dependent activity durations may occur in projects where activities were arranged based on some schedule and incur some
stochastic delays. They also pointed out that activity durations in project-scheduling problem may depend on adherence to
schedule milestones for instance and presented software project scheduling as a typical practical example, which was also
considered in Poder [16].

As we mentioned above, both the trade-off between the project cost and the project completion time, and the uncertainty
(randomness) of the environment are considerable aspects for project decision-makers. It also conforms with projects in
which activity durations are time-dependent. In this paper, we introduce the time–cost trade-off problem with time-depen-
dent activity durations in stochastic environments. We propose three stochastic time-dependent time–cost trade-off models
conforming to some different decision-making criteria. As Huang and Ding [18] showed that using standard path algorithms
(e.g., the well-known Dijkstra method) were not able to arrive at solutions for searching critical path of this problem, an
intelligent algorithm combining stochastic simulations and genetic algorithm (GA) is designed. Finally, some numerical
experiments are presented to illustrate the proposed algorithm effectiveness.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the stochastic time–cost trade-off problem with time-
dependent activity durations is formulated. In Section 3, based on some decision-making criteria, three stochastic models are
presented to meet various management requirements. The following section give an intelligent algorithm by combining
techniques of stochastic simulations and GA. Section 5 give some numerical experiments to show the effectiveness of the
GA-based intelligent algorithm, obtained via comparing different parameter settings of GA. Finally, Section 6 draws some
concluding statements.

2. Problem description

Panagiotakopoulos [19] illustrated that activity duration and its corresponding activity cost are related with each other. In
most real-life projects, decision-makers always need to balance the total project cost and the project completion time with
some management requirements. Sometimes motivated by cutting down the project cost, decision-makers may need to sac-
rifice with prolonging the project completion time. In other cases, decisions may be made with amending the project sche-
dule to finish the project in time with the result of the project cost augment. For instance, the decision of hiring more
workers can generally speed up the project performance to insure finishing the project ahead of the due date, however
the total project cost may increase consequently. Therefore, it is naturally desirable for decision-makers to find a schedule
to complete a project with minimal cost and meanwhile, to satisfy the project completion time constraint.

A project can be represented by an activity-on-the-arc network G ¼ ðV ;AÞ, where V ¼ f1;2; . . . ;ng is the set of nodes and A
is the set of arcs representing the activities, shown as Fig. 1. In the network, node 1 and n represent the start and the end of
the project, respectively. As mentioned above, the activity durations depend on adherence to schedule milestones. That is,
the normal duration of each activity ði; jÞ has several choices and which one will be chosen depends on the starting time
of activity ði; jÞ. Let the normal durations of activity ði; jÞ be a random variable set Hij ¼ fnm

ij g with some given density func-
tions, where hij is the number of normal duration choices of activity ði; jÞ and m 2 f1;2; . . . ;hijg. Note that nm

ij represents the
duration of activity ði; jÞ without the influence of the decision made by the decision-maker and the randomness of nij is de-
rived from the project environment change. Correspondingly, the normal cost per day of activity ði; jÞ is denoted by cij. The
decision variable xij represents the duration change of activity ði; jÞ controlled by the decision-maker, such as determining the
number variation of workers, changing the instruments, etc. The variable xij, supposed to be an integer for the sake of sim-
plicity, is bounded by some interval ½lij;uij� owing to practical conditions, where lij and uij are also assumed to be integers.
Fig. 1. A project.
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Accordingly, for each activity ði; jÞ, there exists another associated cost dij, regarded as the additional cost of per unit change
of xij. For simplicity, cij and dij are both assumed to be constants.

Then, for the trade-off between the completion time and the project cost with time-dependent durations, the goal is to
decide the optimal vector x ¼ xij : ði; jÞ 2 A

� �
to meet different scheduling requirements.

The stochastic normal activity durations can be concisely written as n ¼ fnij : ði; jÞ 2 Ag, where nij 2 Hij is the actual dura-
tion of activity ði; jÞ chosen on the basis of project schedule milestones. The starting time of activity ði; jÞ is denoted by
Tijðx; nÞ, and the starting time of activity ð1; jÞ 2 A is defined as T1jðx; nÞ ¼ 0, which means that the starting time of the total
project is assumed to be 0. To simplify the problem, we assume that each activity can be processed only if all the foregoing
activities are finished, and it should be processed without interruption. With the assumptions, the starting time of activity
ði; jÞ; i ¼ 2;3; . . . ;n� 1, can be calculated by
Tijðx; nÞ ¼ max
ðk;iÞ2A

fTkiðx; nÞ þ nki þ xkig;
where nki 2 Hki is chosen via the status of Tkiðx; nÞ. And the completion time of the total project can be written by
Tðx; nÞ ¼ max
ðk;nÞ2A

fTknðx; nÞ þ nkn þ xkng: ð1Þ
The total cost of the project, composed of the normal cost and the additional cost, can be simply computed by
Cðx; nÞ ¼
P
ði;jÞ2A
ðcijnij � dijxijÞ: ð2Þ
3. Stochastic models of time–cost trade-off problem

In many researches on stochastic decision systems, optimizing expected objective value is preferably considered to be the
choice for decision-making and expected value model is the most employed model. However, for various practical
requirements, other alternative decision-making criteria and optimization models are needed. Actually, some other
decision-making criteria and corresponding optimization models have been introduced for stochastic decision systems. In
this paper, except expected value model, two more optimization models for the stochastic time–cost trade-off problem with
time-dependent activity durations are presented with the philosophies of chance-constrained programming and dependent-
chance programming. Some definitions are first presented for introducing the optimization models.

Definition 1. Let X be a nonempty set, A a r-algebra of X, and Pr a probability measure. Then the triplet ðX;A;PrÞ is called a
probability space.
Definition 2 (Liu [20]). Let n be a random variable defined on some probability space ðX;A;PrÞ, and a 2 ð0;1�. Then
ninf ðaÞ ¼ inffrjPrfn 6 rgP ag
is called the a-pessimistic value of n.
This means that the random variable n will be below the a-pessimistic value ninf ðaÞ at least a of time.
Let n and g be two random variables defined on some probability space ðX;A;PrÞ. To compare them, the basic criterion is

that n > g if and only if nðxÞ > gðxÞ for all x 2 X. However, in practice, this comparison way is obviously not appreciated. In
stochastic decision systems, one common way is to compare expected values of two random variables. That is, n > g if and
only if E½n� > E½g�, where E is the expected value operator of random variable. Expected value model is on the basis of the
above comparison method. Besides, two other methods for comparing random variables are introduced for further establish-
ing stochastic models. One way is to compare the pessimistic values of two random variables. That is, n > g if and only if, for
some predetermined confidence level a 2 ð0;1�, we have ninf ðaÞ > ginf ðaÞ, where ninf ðaÞ and ginf ðaÞ are the a-pessimistic val-
ues of n and g, respectively. The other way is to compare the chance of two random events with some predetermined level. In
detail, we say n > g if and only if Prfn > rg > Prfg > rg for some predetermined level r.

3.1. Expected cost minimization model

As we mentioned above, comparing expected values is the most widely applied decision-making criterion in practice.
Risk-averse managers usually want to find the optimal decision with minimum expected project cost subject to some ex-
pected project completion time constraint. With this criterion, we can present the following expected cost minimization
model for time–cost trade-off problem with time-dependent activity durations:
min E½Cðx; nÞ�
subject to : E½Tðx; nÞ� 6 T0;

xij 2 ½lij;uij�; 8ði; jÞ 2 A;

xij; 8ði; jÞ 2 A; integers;

8>>><
>>>:
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where T0 is the due date of the project, lij and uij are integers given in advance, and Tðx; nÞ and Cðx; nÞ are defined by Eqs. (1)
and (2), respectively.

3.2. a-Cost minimization model

Chance-constrained programming (CCP), initiated by Charnes and Cooper [21] and widely applied to decision systems
[22,23], offers a powerful modeling tool for stochastic decision systems with assumption that the stochastic constraints will
hold at some confidence levels. In fact, sometimes we prefer considering more the risk, referred to the probability that some
unfavorable event will occur, to targeting more profits. Hence, in stochastic time–cost trade-off problem with time-depen-
dent activity durations, decision-maker may want to obtain the optimization goals with stochastic constraints holding at
least some given confidence levels. Since the introduction of chance-constrained programming philosophy, it has been ap-
plied to many optimization problems under uncertainty. Here, we employ the version of CCP given by Liu [24,25]. Before
modeling stochastic project time–cost trade-off, we first define the a-cost of a project based on the definition of a-pessimis-
tic value of a random variable.

Definition 3. The a-cost of a project is defined as min CjPrfCðx; nÞ 6 CgP a
n o

, where a is a predetermined confidence level.
To meet decision-maker’s need of holding constraints at some given confidence levels, we build the following stochastic

a-cost minimization model with the philosophy of stochastic CCP:
min C

subject to : PrfCðx; nÞ 6 CgP a;
PrfTðx; nÞ 6 T0gP b;

xij 2 ½lij; uij�; 8ði; jÞ 2 A;

xij; 8ði; jÞ 2 A; integers;

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
where a and b are predetermined confidence levels, T0 is the due date of the project, lij and uij are integers given in advance,
and Tðx; nÞ and Cðx; nÞ are defined by Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively.

3.3. Probability maximization model

For two random variables n and g, we can say that n > g if and only if Prfn > rg > Prfg > rg for some predetermined level
r, which can also be transformed as that n > g if and only if Prfn 6 rg < Prfg 6 rg. With this ranking method, we can com-
pare project costs or project completion times as they are functions with random variables. In real-life project, decision-ma-
ker may tend to control the project cost within some budget and meanwhile complete the project in time. It is natural for
project decision-maker to maximize the probability that the project cost does not exceed the given budget under some pro-
ject completion time constraint, which follows the philosophy of dependent-chance programming (DCP) introduced by Liu
[26]. Dependent-chance programming has been widely applied to stochastic decision systems [27–29]. Based on the DCP
philosophy, we can establish the probability maximization model as follows:
max PrfCðx; nÞ 6 C0g
subject to : PrfTðx; nÞ 6 T0gP a;

xij 2 ½lij; uij�; 8ði; jÞ 2 A;
xij; 8ði; jÞ 2 A; integers;

8>>>><
>>>>:
where a is a given predetermined confidence level, T0 is the due date of the project, C0 is the budget, lij and uij are integers
given in advance, and Tðx; nÞ and Cðx; nÞ are defined by Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively.

4. GA-Based intelligent algorithm

By a simple example, Huang and Ding [18] demonstrated that the standard path algorithms (e.g., the well-known Dijkstra
method) were not capable of finding the critical path for the random time-dependent project scheduling problem (RTPSP),
which is applicable to stochastic time–cost trade-off problem with time-dependent activity durations, a special case of
RTPSP. Hence, for solving the three established stochastic models for the time-dependent time–cost trade-of problem, an
intelligent algorithm integrating stochastic simulation techniques and GA is briefly introduced, in which the stochastic sim-
ulations are used to estimate the stochastic functions of the project costs and the project completion times and embedded
into GA to search for the quasi-optimal solutions.

In the above models, there exist some stochastic functions: the expected project cost E½Cðx; nÞ�, the expected project com-
pletion time E½Tðx; nÞ�, the probability of finishing the project on time PrfTðx; nÞ 6 T0g, the probability of controlling the pro-
ject cost in budget PrfCðx; nÞ 6 C0g, and the a-cost of the project minfCjCrfCðx; nÞ 6 CgP ag. In order to compute these
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stochastic functions, we introduce the stochastic simulation methods. The detailed process of stochastic simulations can be
referred to Ke and Liu [12].

We combine the stochastic simulations and GA to produce an intelligent algorithm, which is presented as follows.
GA-based intelligent algorithm:

Step 1. We use a project schedule x ¼ ðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ as a chromosome. First, we initialize pop size chromosomes, where the
three types of stochastic functions can be calculated and the feasibility can be checked by stochastic simulations.

Step 2. To update the chromosomes by crossover operations, we repeat the following process for pop size times. From i ¼ 1
to pop size, we randomly generate v from ½0;1� and if v is smaller than the given crossover probability Pc , we select
the chromosome xi as a parent. Totally, we can obtain approximately pop size� Pc parents, denoted by x01;x

0
2; . . .

and perform the crossover process. For instance, for two parent chromosomes x01 ¼ ðx
ð1Þ
1 ; xð1Þ2 ; . . . ; xð1Þn Þ and

x02 ¼ ðx
ð2Þ
1 ; xð2Þ2 ; . . . ; xð2Þn Þ, we randomly generate u from ½0;1� and generate two children as follows:
x001 ¼ ðx
ð1Þ
1 � uþ xð2Þ1 � ð1� uÞ; xð1Þ2 � uþ xð2Þ2 � ð1� uÞ; . . . ; xð1Þn � uþ xð2Þn � ð1� uÞÞ;

x002 ¼ ðx
ð2Þ
1 � uþ xð1Þ1 � ð1� uÞ; xð2Þ2 � uþ xð1Þ2 � ð1� uÞ; . . . ; xð2Þn � uþ xð1Þn � ð1� uÞÞ:
If the above two children are feasible, then we replace the two parents with them. If only one of the two children is feasible,
we keep it and redo the crossover operation to get another feasible one. Else, we redo the crossover operation until we get
two feasible children chromosomes.
Step 3. To update the chromosomes by mutation operations, we obtain approximately pop size� Pm parent chromosomes

similar to the selecting process of crossover operation, where Pm is the given mutation probability. For any selected
chromosome x ¼ ðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ, we randomly generate w from ½0;W�, where W is a positive number given in
advance, and we can obtain a new vector as
x0 ¼ ðx1 þ d1 �w; x2 þ d2 �w; . . . ; xn þ dn �wÞ;
where di is randomly generated from ½�1;1�; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n, respectively. If x0 is not feasible, we randomly generate w0 from
½0;w� and redo the above process until a new feasible chromosome is obtained, which will replace the selected parent
chromosome.
Step 4. According to the objective values of the chromosomes x1;x2; . . . ;xpop size, we give an order relationship among the

pop size chromosomes to rearrange the chromosomes from good to bad, denoted as x01;x
0
2; . . . ;x0pop size. Then, the fit-

ness of each chromosome can be calculated by the evaluation function given as
Evalðx0iÞ ¼ að1� aÞi�1
; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ; pop size;
where a 2 ð0;1Þ is a parameter given in advance.
Step 5. To generate a new generation of chromosomes, we select the chromosomes by two different selection mechanisms:

roulette wheel and tournament, based on the two basic types of selection scheme generally applied in practice: pro-
portionate and ordinal-based selection.

Step 6. Run the second to fifth steps for a given number of cycles and report the best chromosome as the quasi-optimal
solution.

5. Numerical experiments

Consider the project network shown in Fig. 1. The activity durations, assumed as random variables, the normal costs and
the additional costs of the activities are presented in Table 1, respectively. Note that there are two normal duration values for
each activity with some conditions. All the activity durations are uniformly distributed random variables denoted by Uða; bÞ,
where a and b are given real numbers with a < b. We assume that the decision variable xij is an integer and limited in the
interval ½�4;4� for each ði; jÞ 2 A.

First is an instance of the stochastic expected cost minimization model. The manager tends to finish the project in 60 days
and meanwhile minimizes the project cost in the sense of expected value. With this requirement, we can present the follow-
ing expected cost minimization model:
min E½Cðx; nÞ�
subject to : E½Tðx; nÞ� 6 60;

xij 2 ½�4;4�; 8ði; jÞ 2 A;

xij; 8ði; jÞ 2 A; integers:

8>>><
>>>:
In the GA-based intelligent algorithm, both the parameters, including the population size of one generation pop size, the
probability of mutation Pm, and the probability of crossover Pc , and the selection mechanism will be chosen in advance.
To show the performance of the algorithm, we adjust the values of the parameters and choose the selection mechanism from
roulette wheel and tournament. With the different parameter values, we obtain a group of quasi-optimal solutions and



Table 1
Stochastic durations and costs of activities.

Activity Normal duration Normal cost Additional cost
ði; jÞ nij cij dij

(1,2) Uð9;13Þ 170 200
(1,3) Uð15;17Þ 300 280
(1,4) Uð12;16Þ 45 70
(2,5) Uð7;9Þ max

ðk;iÞ2A
Tki 6 11 270 300

Uð9;11Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki > 11

(3,6) Uð8;10Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki 6 16 35 50

Uð10;12Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki > 16

(3,7) Uð9;11Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki 6 16 150 100

Uð7;9Þ max
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki > 16

(3,10) Uð17;19Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki 6 16 25 30

Uð20;22Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki > 16

(4,8) Uð8;10Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki 6 14 600 400

Uð6;8Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki > 14

(5,9) Uð11;13Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki 6 20 55 100

Uð14;17Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki > 20

(6,9) Uð9;11Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki 6 25 200 180

Uð6;8Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki > 25

(6,12) Uð13;15Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki 6 27 120 140

Uð17;19Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki > 27

(7,11) Uð11;13Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki 6 25 320 380

Uð7;10Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki > 25

(7,13) Uð14;17Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki 6 25 75 90

Uð13;15Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki > 25

(8,11) Uð13;15Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki 6 22 45 30

Uð14;16Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki > 22

(9,12) Uð7;9Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki 6 35 70 50

Uð5;7Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki > 35

(10,14) Uð12;16Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki 6 35 50 40

Uð10;15Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki > 35

(11,13) Uð8;10Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki 6 36 90 120

Uð7;9Þ max
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki > 36

(12,14) Uð6;8Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki 6 40 60 50

Uð5;7Þ max
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki > 40

(13,14) Uð6;8Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki 6 43 100 120

Uð5;7Þmax
ðk;iÞ2A

Tki > 43

Table 2
Result comparison of the stochastic expected cost minimization model.

pop size Pm Pc Selection Cost Error (%)

50 0.2 0.5 roulette wheel 20064 0.15
60 0.5 0.3 roulette wheel 20058 0.12
70 0.3 0.5 roulette wheel 20059 0.13
50 0.4 0.3 tournament 20057 0.12
60 0.2 0.4 tournament 20070 0.18
70 0.4 0.2 tournament 20033 0.00
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Table 3
Result comparison of the stochastic a-cost minimization model.

pop size Pm Pc Selection Cost Error (%)

40 0.2 0.4 roulette wheel 22395 0.00
50 0.3 0.4 roulette wheel 22492 0.43
60 0.4 0.2 roulette wheel 22548 0.68
40 0.3 0.2 tournament 22562 0.75
50 0.2 0.3 tournament 22450 0.25
60 0.3 0.5 tournament 22455 0.27

Table 4
Result comparison of the probability maximization model.

pop size Pm Pc Selection Probability Error (%)

50 0.3 0.6 roulette wheel 0.9722 0.27
60 0.2 0.5 roulette wheel 0.9684 0.66
70 0.3 0.4 roulette wheel 0.9742 0.06
50 0.5 0.4 tournament 0.9674 0.76
60 0.4 0.3 tournament 0.9748 0.00
70 0.5 0.3 tournament 0.9648 1.03
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compare these quasi-optimal values. From Table 2, we know that the ‘Error’s, calculated by the formula (actual value - opti-
mal value)/ optimal value � 100%, do not exceed 0.18%, which can generally meet the practical project demand. Therefore,
we say that the designed intelligent algorithm is effective for solving the stochastic expected cost minimization model for
time-dependent time–cost trade-off problem.

The following is the stochastic a-cost minimization model. The decision-maker may want to minimize the 0.95-cost of
the project, and simultaneously meet the chance constraint that the probability of finishing the project in 57 days should
be not smaller than 0.95. Then the following stochastic 0.95-cost minimization model can be built:
min C

subject to : PrfCðx; nÞ 6 CgP 0:95;
PrfTðx; nÞ 6 57gP 0:95;
xij 2 ½�4;4� 8ði; jÞ 2 A;

xij; 8ði; jÞ 2 A; integers:

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
After a run of 3000 generations, we obtain a group of quasi-optimal solutions and their corresponding results. From Table 3
we find that the ‘Error’s do not exceed 0.75%, which demonstrates that the designed algorithm has effectiveness of solving
the stochastic a-cost minimization model.

The last considered time–cost trade-off model is the probability maximization model. In this instance, the budget of the
project is 22500 and the project completion time limit is 57. Due to some realistic difficulties, the decision-maker can not
control the project in budget and finish it in time. In this case, the decision-maker may want to maximize the probability
of controlling the project cost under the budget and meanwhile control the project completion time within the time limit
with some predetermined confidence level. Hence, with the philosophy of stochastic DCP, the probability maximization
model can be established as follows:
max PrfCðx; nÞ 6 22500g
subject to : PrfTðx; nÞ 6 57gP 0:95;

xij 2 ½�4;4� 8ði; jÞ 2 A;

xij; 8ði; jÞ 2 A; integers:

8>>><
>>>:
Similar with the previous instances, the results with different parameters are shown in Table 4. The GA-based intelligent
algorithm is demonstrated to be effective as all the errors do not exceed 1.03%.

6. Conclusion

Both the trade-off between the project cost and the project completion time and the uncertain environment are impor-
tant issues for decision-makers in real projects. Moreover, in real-world projects considering time–cost trade-off, time-
dependence property for project activities may also exist, e.g. in software engineering projects. In this paper, a stochastic
time–cost trade-off problem with time-dependent activity durations was formulated with objective of minimizing the pro-
ject cost with completion time limits. For solving the problem, three decision-making criteria were introduced, based on
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which the expected cost minimization model, the a-cost minimization model and the probability maximization model were
established to satisfy different practical managing requirements. To solve the models, an intelligent algorithm integrating
the stochastic simulations and GA was built. The effectiveness of the proposed GA-based intelligent algorithm was illustrated
by numerical experiments.

The time–cost trade-off problem with time-dependent activity durations can be regarded as the extension of the general
time–cost trade-off problem. If activity durations are only with randomness or time-dependence, the proposed stochastic
models can still work. Furthermore, resource constraints or more types of uncertainties can be included for future research.
For real-life application, the models and the algorithm can be applied to many project optimization problems (e.g., software
engineering projects).
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